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Light-induced d-wave superconductivity through Floquet-engineered Fermi surfaces in cuprates
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We introduce a mechanism for light-induced Floquet engineering of the Fermi surface to dynamically tip the
balance between competing instabilities in correlated condensed matter systems in the vicinity of a Van Hove
singularity. We first calculate how the Fermi surface is deformed by an off-resonant, high-frequency light field
and then determine the impact of this deformation on the ordering tendencies using an unbiased functional
renormalization group approach. As a testbed, we investigate Floquet engineering in cuprates driven by light.
We find that the d-wave superconducting ordering tendency in this system can be strongly enhanced over the
Mott insulating one. This gives rise to extended regions of induced d-wave superconductivity in the effective
phase diagram in the presence of a light field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The selective manipulation of quantum many-body sys-
tems by external driving fields is a blossoming research field
bridging nonequilibrium dynamics in cold atoms [1] and
condensed matter [2,3]. A developing paradigm in ultrafast
materials science is nonequilibrium materials engineering by
means of quasiperiodic pump laser excitation. This opens up
a zoo of opportunities to coherently control and switch mate-
rials’ properties by acting specifically on electronic and lattice
degrees of freedom to control band structures [4,5] and their
topology [6–10], phonons and lattice deformations [11–13],
phases with conventional [14–21] and topological [22,23] or-
der, and effective couplings [18,24–32]. In particular, resonant
control of materials’ properties on ultrafast time scales in
ordered phases has been discussed regarding excitation and
manipulation of collective modes [33–39]. While resonant
excitation enables selectivity through the choice of driving
frequency, it also usually leads to strong heating effects. Con-
sequently, resonant ultrafast materials engineering requires
accounting for highly nonthermal distributional changes as
well as materials details beyond effective low-energy models,
both of which are still outstanding challenges for strongly
correlated systems. Conceptually, off-resonant and in par-
ticular high-frequency driving offers a simpler pathway to
ultrafast materials control via Floquet engineering of effective
Hamiltonians. Previous analytical and numerical works have
established that if the pump frequency is chosen to be larger
than the upper Hubbard band and is off resonant from charge
excitations, then there exists a “prethermal” regime at time
scales that are exponential in the separation of energy scales
[40–42]. In this prethermal regime, the driven system behaves
to good approximation like a ground state or low-energy
eigenstate of an effective prethermal Floquet Hamiltonian,
whereas heating sets in only at later times, ultimately ther-
malizing the system at infinite temperature [40].

Here, we introduce Floquet engineering of the Fermi sur-
face by off-resonant, high-frequency laser driving as a mech-

anism to enable ultrafast control of the phase diagram in a
correlated material. As a showcase example, we investigate
a driven version of the two-dimensional three-band Emery
model [43] relevant for cuprate high-temperature supercon-
ductors [44]. In a first step, we show that off-resonant laser
driving with linearly polarized light along crystal axes mod-
ifies the Fermi surface of a downfolded one-band Hubbard
model, unidirectionally increasing the density of states. Sec-
ondly, an unbiased functional renormalization group analysis
of the Floquet-engineered two-dimensional Hubbard model
is performed. We find as the central result of this paper
that off-resonant Fermi surface deformation enables selective
tuning between competing antiferromagnetic Mott insulating
and d-wave superconducting instabilities through the laser
amplitude. Our proposal paves the way to reach d-wave
superconductivity even at half-filling, possibly enabling light-
induced unconventional superconductivity in undoped parent
compounds of cuprate superconductors.

II. MODEL

Whereas the low-energy physics in cuprates is canonically
assumed to be well described by an effective single-band
Hubbard model with weak frustration, a proper description
of the light-matter interaction with a high-frequency pump
must necessarily start from a model including the multiorbital
character of the Cu-O planes. A minimal description of a
charge-transfer insulator at half filling is given by the three-
band Emery model of Cu dx2−y2 and O px, py orbitals [43].
Including the pump field introduced via Peierls substitution
this model reads

H = −tpd

∑

nσ

[d̂†
n,σ ( p̂n+x,σ eiAx (t ) − p̂n−x,σ e−iAx (t ) )

+ d̂†
n,σ ( p̂n+y,σ eiAy (t ) − p̂n−y,σ e−iAy (t ) ) + H.c.]
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− tpp

∑

nσ

[ p̂†
n+y,σ ( p̂n−x,σ e−i[Ay (t )+Ax (t )]

− p̂†
n+xe−i[Ay (t )−Ax (t )] ) + H.c.]

+ Udd

∑

n

n̂d
n↑n̂d

n↓ + Upp

∑

m

n̂p
m↑n̂p

m↓ + �
∑

mσ

n̂p
mσ . (1)

Here, d̂ , p̂ denote annihilation operators for electrons on
the Cu dx2−y2 orbital and O px, py orbitals, respectively, and
n, m sum over Cu and O sites, respectively. The pump field
A(t ) = [Ax(t ), Ay(t )]� enters via minimal substitution for the
hopping matrix elements, which are parametrized by tpd for
hopping between Cu and O sites, and tpp for hybridization
between px, py orbitals on neighboring O sites. In the fol-
lowing, we consider a linearly polarized pump pulse A(t ) =
[Alight cos(�t ), 0]�. Here, Alight = a0eE/(h̄�) is the dimen-
sionless pump strength, with a0, e, and E the lattice constant,
electron charge, and electric field, respectively. Furthermore,
Udd , Upp denote local Coulomb repulsion for Cu and O, and
� denotes the charge transfer energy.

If the pump frequency � is larger than the bandwidth of
Eq. (1) and chosen to be off-resonant from higher-energy in-
terband transitions, heating can be neglected on short (prether-
malized) time scales [23,31,40,45,46]. Instead, for � → ∞,
short-time effective dynamics can be described via a time-
averaged Hamiltonian Heff = (1/T )

∫ T
0 dtH (t ), which corre-

sponds to the zeroth order contribution of a high-frequency
expansion of the Floquet Hamiltonian [47]. In this case,
in analogy to dynamical bond softening in molecular op-
tics [48], the dominant effect of the light field is to selec-
tively renormalize effective hoppings via choice of pump
polarization [49]. Crucially, for a linearly polarized pump

pulse, this entails an anisotropic photoinduced renormaliza-
tion of the hopping matrix elements, dynamically breaking the
lattice rotation symmetries. In the high-frequency limit, the
three-band Emery model thus acquires anisotropic Cu-O
hoppings t x

pd = t eq
pdJ0(A), t y

pd = t eq
pd , as well as a renormal-

ization of the O-O hopping tpp = t eq
ppJ0(A), where t eq

pd , t eq
pp

denote the equilibrium values. To achieve the downfold-
ing to a single band Hubbard model we proceed from
the period-averaged anisotropic Emery model and adopt
a two-step strategy. First, we integrate out the O de-
grees of freedom in a strong-coupling expansion to fourth
order in tpd . This yields an effective weakly frustrated
anisotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian of Cu local moments
Ĥ = ∑

i (JxŜi · Ŝi+x̂ + JyŜi · Ŝi+ŷ ) + J ′ ∑
〈〈i j〉〉 Ŝi · Ŝ j . To prop-

erly account for frustration, the strong-coupling expansion
is performed in a basis that locally diagonalizes the O-O
hoppings tpp (see Appendix A). In a second step, we then
propose an equivalent anisotropic single-band Hubbard model
that reproduces these Cu-Cu spin-exchange interactions. This
procedure is analogous to the equilibrium downfolding from
three-band to single-band Hubbard model of the cuprates,
and recovers the equilibrium results for A = 0. Crucially,
the photoinduced anisotropy tx/ty = √

Jx/Jy and frustration
t ′/tx = √

J ′/Jx of the single-band hopping matrix elements
can be extracted without knowledge of the energy scale of the
effective single-band Hubbard interaction. We note that the
latter does not have a straightforward microscopic derivation
in equilibrium and is instead introduced via comparison to
experiment.

The strong-coupling expansion spin exchange couplings
read

Jy =
4
(
t y
pd

)2(
�t y

pd − t x
pdtpp

)
2

Udd
(
t2
pp − �2

)
2

+
4�t x

pd

(
t y
pd

)3
tpp(6� + Upp)

(tpp − �)2(� + tpp)2
[
2t2

pp − �
(
2� + Upp

)]

+
8t x

pd

(
t y
pd

)3
t3
pp

(tpp − �)2(� + tpp)2
[
2t2

pp − �
(
2� + Upp

)] −
16�

(
t x
pd

)2(
t y
pd

)2
t2
pp

(tpp − �)2(� + tpp)2
[
2t2

pp − �(2� + Upp)
]

+
2
(
t y
pd

)4
t2
pp

(
8�2 + 8�Upp + U 2

pp

)
(
t2
pp − �2

)
2(2� + Upp)

[
�

(
2� + Upp

) − 2t2
pp

] +
8�3

(
t y
pd

)4

(
t2
pp − �2

)
2
[
�

(
2� + Upp

) − 2t2
pp

] (2)

J ′ =
4
(
t x
pd

)2(
t y
pd

)2
t2
pp

[
2t2

pp − �(2� + 4Udd + Upp)
]

Udd
(
t2
pp − �2

)
2
[
2t2

pp − �(2� + Upp)
] (3)

and Jx = Jy|t x
pd↔t y

pd
, where Jx,y denote anisotropic nearest-

neighbor spin exchange on the Cu square lattice and tpp fur-
thermore stabilizes next-nearest-neighbor spin exchange J ′.
We choose canonical parameters t eq

pd = 1.13 eV, t eq
pp = 0.49 eV,

� = 3.24 eV, Udd = 8.5 eV, and Upp = 4.1 eV for the Cu-
O plane [50–52]. For La2CuO4 as a prototypical undoped
cuprate parent compound, thus a dimensionless field strength
of Alight = 1 amounts to an electric field strength of E =
125 mV/Å for a 3 eV pump laser. For the example of organic
Mott insulators, the electronic bandwidth of the low-energy
bands is smaller than in cuprates, with typical values of around

0.5 eV [53]. This corresponds to a nearest-neighbor hopping
on a square lattice of less than 0.07 eV, with typical U/t
ratios of 7 [53]. In this case, already a 1.5 eV laser would
be above the electronic absorption edge for the correlated
low-energy bands. Following the recipe described above, the
noninteracting part of the effective single-band Hamiltonian
of the light-driven cuprates can thus be characterized by the
dispersion relation

ε(kx, ky) = − 2t eq[ f1(Alight ) cos(kx ) + f2(Alight ) cos(ky)]

+ 4t ′eq f3(Alight ) cos(kx ) cos(ky), (4)
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FIG. 1. Main panels: phase diagrams of light induced phases in the cuprates in dependence of the strength of the light field Alight as well
as the Hubbard interaction U . Blue and red indicate whether d-wave superconducting or Mott insulting tendencies are dominant, respectively.
The more saturated the color, the stronger the pairing instability is in either phase. Left: results at half filling n = 1. Colored dots indicated the
parameters used in the different panels of Fig. 4 in the Appendix B. Right: results for electron-doped systems n ≈ 1.2. Insets: deformation of
the Fermi surfaces with increasing strength of the light field (the corresponding values of Alight are indicated by horizontal dashed lines in the
main panel).

where t eq, t ′eq are the equilibrium single-band hoppings with
t ′eq/t eq = 0.24831, and the three field strength dependent
functions f1, f2, and f3 shown in the inset of Fig. 2. To
incorporate correlations we add an on-site Hubbard U density-
density interaction. We emphasize that even in equilibrium
the range of validity of the reduction to the one-band model
and the accuracy with which this model describes high-Tc

superconductivity in cuprates are not understood fully, though
it is often used to describe the physics presented here. In prin-

FIG. 2. Main panel: critical temperature T ∗
c for the different

d-wave superconducting and Mott ordering tendencies at half filling
(n = 1) and U/t = 1.75 as a function of the light field strength Alight .
As Alight is increased, the d-wave superconducting phase is first sta-
bilized over the metallic one and at even larger Alight a transition into
a Mott insulating state occurs. Inset: the three functions f1(Alight ),
f2(Alight ), and f3(Alight ) describing the field-dependent changes in the
Hamiltonian of the cuprates, Eq. (4).

ciple, for the nonequilibrium problem this reduction hinges on
the same assumptions as in equilibrium.

III. METHOD

We employ the functional renormalization group to study
the effects of strong correlations induced by the Hubbard
interaction U . Within this method, the many-body problem is
recast into an infinite hierarchy of flow equations for the cou-
pling constants with a flow parameter � which is introduced
as an infrared cutoff. We use the implementation described
in Ref. [54]. In a nutshell, the main approximation is the
truncation of the aforementioned hierarchy by concentrating
solely on the renormalization of the effective two-particle
scattering γ �

2 (�k1, �k2, �k′
1, �k′

2) with γ
�initial
2 ∼ U . After discretiz-

ing the Brillouin zone into patches, the flow equations can be
solved numerically [54,55].

If during the flow the effective two-body scattering exhibits
a divergence at a given �C, this is interpreted as an ordering
tendency whose precise nature can be identified from the
momentum structure of γ

�C
2 (see, e.g., Ref. [54] as well as

the discussion below). In two spatial dimensions the Mermin-
Wagner theorem prevents true long-range order at nonzero
temperatures. Therefore, the FRG results are to pinpoint the
dominantly enhanced correlations and consequently dominant
ordering tendency that leads to a true long-range ordered
phase in the presence of interlayer couplings in real materials.

IV. RESULTS

Our main results are summarized in the effective phase
diagrams shown in Fig. 1 as a function of pump field strength
Alight and the Hubbard interaction U for two values of the
filling n (half filling n = 1 and n = 1.2 on the left and right,
respectively). The saturation of the color indicates how strong
the ordering tendency is in the following sense: we define
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γ
�C
2 /t > 25 as the criterion of a divergence at which we stop

the flow and extract the type of order from the symmetry of
γ

�C
2 [54]. If the flow can be continued down to � = 0 (i.e.,

in the absence of a divergence) and if also γ �=0
2 /t < 5, we

interpret this as a metal. We color the corresponding parts of
the phase diagram in a saturated white, blue, and red tone
corresponding to metallic, superconducting, and Mott insu-
lating phases, respectively. If the flow shows no divergence
but if 5 < γ �=0

2 /t < 25, we mark this using an unsaturated
color which we choose according to the leading ordering
tendency associated with γ �=0

2 . This protocol accounts for the
ambiguity in the definition of the term “divergence.”

In equilibrium (Alight = 0), the metallic state for a frus-
trated Fermi surface is unstable towards forming a Mott
insulator beyond a critical interaction strength, with d-wave
superconductivity preempting the metal-insulator transition
for a very narrow parameter regime. As the light field is
turned on (Alight > 0), the superconducting regions are en-
larged significantly, which one can understand as follows: a
finite Alight > 0 deforms the effective Floquet Fermi surface
(see insets to Fig. 1), which is successively tuned closer to
the Van Hove points (kx, ky) = (±π, 0) until at a critical field
strength Alight

Van Hove, the Van Hove singularity falls onto the
Fermi surface (we find Alight

Van Hove ≈ t and Alight
Van Hove ≈ 1.8t for

n = 1 and n = 1.2, respectively). As the Van Hove points
are approached by the effective Fermi surface, the fragile
balance between Mott insulating behavior (which is trig-
gered by approximate nesting) and d-wave superconductivity
(which is triggered by the vicinity to the Van Hove points) is
tipped towards the latter. Correspondingly, optical pumping
considerably broadens the d-wave superconducting regime
that intervenes between the metal and the Mott insulator.
Therefore, we predict that by increasing the light field Alight

one can tune either from a metal or a Mott insulating state into
a d-wave superconducting phase, traversing a vertical line in
the effective phase diagrams of Fig. 1.

Explicit results for the two-particle scattering at the end of
the flow are shown in the Appendix B for the four combina-
tions of Alight/t = 0, 0.4 with U/t = 1.9, 3 indicated by dots
in Fig. 1.

Finally, we identify the cutoff energy scale �c at which
the flow diverges with a critical temperature T ∗

c = �C below
which strong ordering tendencies are expected. This identifi-
cation, though rough, was shown to yield results which are
qualitatively consistent with those obtained by setting up an
RG scheme at finite physical temperature [54]. In Fig. 2,
we plot the critical temperatures as a function of Alight for
a fixed interaction strength U/t = 1.75 at half filling, which
permits tuning from a metal to d-wave superconductivity
to a Mott insulator. We find a clear plateau in the critical
temperature at about Tc/t = 0.001 when the systems enters
into the d-wave superconducting state, with a further jump
in Tc upon transitioning into the Mott insulating state at even
higher Alight ≈ 1.6.

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

We report on light-induced d-wave superconducting be-
havior in driven cuprates. The mechanism we propose relies

on the Floquet modification of the hoppings and as a con-
sequence of the Fermi surface, which in turn can tune the
fragile balance between competing orders present in these
compounds. We find that the domains of light-induced d-
wave superconductivity extend considerably into the param-
eter regimes which in equilibrium are Mott insulators. This
is related to shifting the Fermi surface closer to the Van
Hove points (which tends to stabilize d-wave superconducting
behavior) and to weakening approximate nesting (which fa-
vors the competing Mott insulating ordering tendency). Both
of these mechanisms thus conspire to extend the d-wave
superconducting phase in Fig. 1 at finite light-field strength.

To ascertain this behavior, we have studied quasiequilib-
rium steady states of photomodulated Hubbard models in a
high-frequency expansion. Two crucial open questions for
future work entail the role of heating to determine time
scales beyond which energy absorption dwarfs the reported
ordering tendencies as well as the detailed dynamical mech-
anism of crossing a Mott-superconductor phase transition out
of equilibrium. The former likely necessitates taking into
account lattice and higher-energy band effects. However, the
prethermal dynamics essentially remain adiabatic as long as
electron-hole excitations can be largely avoided. We further
point out that, even when heating occurs, nonthermal ordering
can prevail for typical pump durations of tens to a few
hundred femtoseconds [10,56], since ordered phases typically
thermalize more slowly than nonordered ones [15]. In this
context an interesting open question regards the stability to
low-frequency perturbations when starting from the Mott
insulating phase. Second, the role of Kibble-Zurek scaling
and defects generated as a function of the speed by which
the Fermi surface is tuned by the light field [31] remain
intriguing avenues of investigation. The competition between
heating and defect generation rates likely determines an op-
timal pump width. In either case, methods to describe the
driven nonequilibrium physics of strongly correlated two-
dimensional systems are still scarce, and a proper treat-
ment of the heating effects is currently beyond theoretical
reach.

Despite these open issues the effect is remarkably robust
and can be seen at different fillings as well as for different
systems. As the mechanism relies only on the fact that the
underlying system exhibits competing instabilities, which is
true in a variety of correlated materials, it should be equally
applicable to other interesting materials systems, such as the
ruthenates [57], twisted bilayer graphene [58,59], or organic
charge-transfer salts [60].
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FIG. 3. Schematic depiction of the anisotropic frustrated Cu-O
cluster that serves as a starting point for a strong-coupling expan-
sion. Signs ± illustrate the sign structure of Cu-O hopping matrix
elements.

APPENDIX A: A STRONG-COUPLING PERTURBATION
THEORY FOR CUPRATE THREE-ORBITAL MODELS

Here, we give additional details of the strong-coupling
perturbation theory for a frustrated anisotropic three-band
model of the Cu dx2−y2 orbital and O px, py orbitals. In
the main text, anisotropy arises from unidirectional motional
narrowing due to optical pumping in the high-frequency limit
– we therefore consider an effective Floquet three-band model
with static (as opposed to time-dependent) anistropy.

Since the strong-coupling expansion generates purely local
spin-exchange couplings, it is sufficient to start from a min-
imal five-site cluster of three Cu atoms and two O sites, to
arrive at a frustrated J, J ′ Heisenberg model at half filling.
Figure 3 depicts the corresponding cluster geometry, with
Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ĤO + ĤCu-O + Ĥint, (A1)

with

ĤO =
∑

n = H,V
σ

�p̂†
nσ p̂nσ − tpp

∑

σ

( p̂†
Hσ p̂V σ + H.c.), (A2)

ĤCu-O = −[
t (x)
pd (d̂†

1σ−d̂†
2σ ) p̂Hσ + t (y)

pd ((d̂†
2σ−d̂†

3σ ) p̂V σ ) + H.c.
]

(A3)

Ĥint = Udd

∑

i = 1, 2, 3
σ

d̂†
i↑d̂i↑d̂†

i↓d̂i↓ + Upp

∑

n = H,V
σ

p̂†
n↑ p̂n↑ p̂†

n↓ p̂n↓.

(A4)

Here, ĤO, ĤCu-O, and Ĥint describe kinetic contributions from
O sites, Cu-O hybridization, and interactions, respectively. �

is the charge transfer energy for O sites, tpd and tpp are Cu-O
and O-O hopping matrix elements, respectively, and Udd, Upp

are local Coulomb repulsion matrix elements on Cu and O
sites.

To fourth order in a straightforward perturbative expansion
in powers of t (x,y)

pd , one obtains an anisotropic nearest-neighbor
Heisenberg spin exchange model between local moments on
Cu without frustration. Conversely, any dependence on tpp

would be incorporated only to higher orders in the perturba-
tion series.

To circumvent the necessity for higher-order perturbative
expansions, we therefore first diagonalize the kinetic coupling
between O sites, subsequently perform a fourth-order strong-
coupling expansion in the rotated basis. Define the hybridized
O orbitals of Fig. 3 as

â±,σ = 1√
2

( p̂Hσ ± p̂V σ ). (A5)

This choice diagonalizes ĤO while transforming the Cu-O
hybridization matrix elements such that tpp enters on equal
footing as the charge transfer energy and interaction energy
scales. Now, a fourth-order expansion can be performed
straightforwardly in powers of the transformed HCu-O, where
the Cu orbitals are taken to be singly occupied whereas the
O sites are filled/empty in electron/hole language. Tedious
but straightforward perturbation theory finally recovers the
J − J ′ model discussed in the main text (yielding reasonable
results for the hopping elements in equilibrium as a sanity
check), which is used to derive a corresponding anisotropic
single-band Hubbard model, as an effective starting point for
FRG.

APPENDIX B: PLOTS OF γ2

Here, we plot γ2 as a function of the angle of two incoming
momenta for a fixed third outgoing momentum, all of which
lie on the Fermi surface. Deep in the Mott phase (U/t = 3),

FIG. 4. Typical results for the effective interaction vertex γ
�C
2

in dependence of the angles φ1,2 of two incoming momenta �k1,2 on
the Fermi surface. The angle of the third (outgoing) momentum is
held fixed at φ3 = 2π/32. The results are obtained for half-filling
(n = 1), but the doped case looks qualitatively similar. For ease
of orientation, a colored dot in the upper left corner indicates the
corresponding parameters in the left panel of Fig. 1 in the main
text. The lack of a divergence (upper left panel) is reflective of a
metallic phase. A divergence with dominant vertical features (lower
panels) indicate Mott ordering tendencies, while dominant diagonal
features with alternating signs (upper right panel) are associated
with d-wave superconducting order (see [54]). For U = 1.9 (upper
panels), we find that turning on a light field can induce a d-wave
superconductivity ordering tendency.
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the light field does not alter the structure of the two-particle
vertex. However, for intermediate interaction strength (U/t =
1.9), turning on the light field strongly promotes d-wave

superconducting behavior, which is reflected by a pronounced
diagonal structure in the vertex of alternating positive and
negative values [54].
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